
Changes – it’s the best game!

How to play:

1.   A family member is chosen to go first. The chosen 
person turns around three times, whilst everyone has a 
good look at their appearance and clothing. 

2.   The person then leaves the room and changes 
something about their clothing, hair, jewellery.  
For example, move a bracelet to the other wrist, roll up 
a sleeve, un-doing a shoelace.  

3.   The person returns to the room and everyone  
guesses, what has changed with the person’s 
appearance or clothes?

The game of Changes can also be played using different 
rooms in the house: 

1.   Choose a room and everyone meets there to take a 
good look around. 

2.   One person is chosen to change the room, whilst 
everyone waits outside. They may swap around 
cushions, move a plant, swap pictures, or take away 
an item. 

3.   Everyone re-enters and looks around the room to 
guess what has changed. 

Scavenger hunt

For a Scavenger Hunt game you will need paper,  
pencils or pens and re-usable bags. To play this game, 
write a list of descriptions, for example, ‘Find something 
that is round’; Find something that is green’; ‘Find 
something that makes a noise’; ‘Find an object which 
begins with the letter ‘A’’.  Children take a bag and collect 
an item for each clue on the list. Children return to the 
adult when their bag is full, and the list is complete. 
Children love Scavenger Hunts and it will keep them 
entertained at home!

What’s missing?

How to play:

1.   Find a tray, if you do not have one, you can use a 
tabletop and a tea towel or small towel. 

2.   Now collect small household objects, perhaps a 
spoon, saltshaker, apple, small book and so on… 
Collect between five and ten objects (even up to 
twenty).   
Place five objects on the tray or tabletop so that every 
family member can take a good look at what is there. 

3.   Then they are asked to turn away, as one person 
covers the objects with a tea towel and removes  
one item. 

4.   Children take it in turns to guess which object is  
now missing. If it is too easy, add more small objects  
to the game. 
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Games to play at home  
(for families with children 6 to 12 years)

Children enjoy playing games. Laughter and fun are important ingredients to a happy family 
home. The following games are free and use items that are readily available around every house. 
Try some of the ideas below together, after dinner is a good time for a family game. Once children 
learn different games, they often play together as siblings too. 

Written by Lou Harvey-Zahra (author of ‘Growing Children, Thriving Children’) for Blacktown City Council.

This information has been developed as part of the Child Friendly Communities project at  
Blacktown City Council funded by Communities for Children, Mission Australia.



The game of funny outfits

To play this game you will need to:

1.   Gather lots of clothes, and accessories such as bags, 
scarves and hats from around the house. 

2.   Find a dice from a board game (if you cannot find a 
dice, simply write the numbers 1 to 6 on little pieces of 
paper). One family member at a time rolls the dice or 
picks a folded number from a cup. 

3.   Now they must put on the corresponding number of 
items of clothing. So, if it was 3 or 3 dots on the dice, 
dress in three more items (hats, scarves, clothes). 

4.   Take it in turns. After three rounds everyone will be 
looking very funny! The winner may be the person 
with the least or most items of additional clothing and 
accessories. 

Charades with a difference

For this game you require absolutely nothing! 

1.   Everyone can think of a category, such as animals, 
occupations, sports… 

2.   Once everyone knows the category, for example 
animals, each family member takes it in turns to mime 
an animal - perhaps a lion! 

3.  Everyone else tries to guess the mimed animal!  

This game can be changed to Headbands with paper, 
pens, scissors and sticky tape. Write out different animal 
names on pieces of paper and stick one to the forehead 
of each family member (so they cannot see it!). Taking 
turns, everyone can ask questions to work out who they 
are. ‘Do I have fur?’ ‘Do I live in the wild?’ One person can 
keep asking questions until they hear the answer ‘NO’ 
and then it is the next person’s turn, until everyone has 
guessed which animal they are! 

Fun dinner time conversations

Think of some fun family questions: 

•  ‘If you had a zoo animal as a pet, which one would  
you choose and why?’

• ‘Give each person at the table a compliment’

• ‘What is your favourite family activity and why?’ or 

• ‘What did you enjoy most about today?’

Think of as many questions as you can and write them all 
down on small pieces of paper. Fold them to place into 
an empty cup or jar. Each dinner time pick a question out 
of the cup to share answers around the table. This game 
creates fun, laughter, communication and connection 
each day. Create this communication game yourselves! 

‘I’m bored!’ Lucky dip activity jar

Work together to create a jar of ideas of home activities 
and play for children to do when they are ‘bored’: 

•  Write all the activity and play ideas on small individual 
pieces of paper, fold them up and place them in a 
jar. For example, read a book, draw a picture, build 
something new with Lego, make a fort with sheets and 
cushions, write a story… The list is endless, think of all 
the things that a child could do around the house and 
in the garden. 

•  Now, when children say, ‘I am bored!’, re-direct  
them to choose a ‘lucky dip’ idea from the jar.  
This game will keep children completing new activities 
throughout the day. Remember to  
keep filling the jar with new activity and play ideas  
at home. 
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Helping cook and clean

Helping with chores can be made playful and then 
young children are more likely to join in. Here are a few 
ways to ask children to help and play! 

Chef – young children love to stir, mix, and chop using 
a butterknife, provide an apron or even a tea towel on 
their shoulder to be a chef!

Laundry Train – feed the washing machine dirty clothes, 
once washed carry washing in a little basket to dry, 
children can help to sort laundry once dry into piles 
for each family member (little pile, big pile) and colour 
match socks! Then, the laundry train can deliver it to 
stations (bedrooms). 

Road Sweeper – provide a little broom (or a big broom) 
to be a road sweeper!

Mail Person – get the mail from the mailbox with your 
special mailbag

Paint the fence (or outside furniture) – supply a 
paintbrush and a jar of water and set them to work 
painting outside! It will soon dry!

Cubby building

Cubby building is easy with a sheet and a table! Throw 
a sheet over the dining room table and place cushions 
underneath and books, toys, and snacks. Children enjoy 
their own ‘home’ and to be cocooned. 

Playing ‘shops’

Playing ‘shops’ can be set up with items around the 
house. What could a child’s shop sell? Place some 
canned food out from the pantry to pretend to play 

supermarkets. Or, little egg cups to play cafes.

Role playing

Role-playing is a favourite childhood activity. Can we 
find things from around the house to set up new and 
imaginative ‘role-play’ games? 

Play ‘doctors and nurses’ with dolls, teddies, and soft 
toys, can you add some bandages and put special 
ointment on hurt dolly’s knees. Keep empty little 
moisturiser containers or baby food jars for children 
to play with. Perhaps they may give a ‘check-up’ by 
listening to teddys’ chest.

Train or bus drivers by placing cushions on the floor for 
seats and paper tickets (will teddy go for a ride?) 

Teddy bear’s picnic is a fun role-play, do you have a 
blanket, and soft toys to invite along? 
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Activities at home 
with children from toddler to five years

Families are spending most of their time at home, this can put strain on parents thinking of new 
ways for children to play and be entertained. Here are a few fun and free ideas to try throughout 
the day using things you already have at home. 

Written by Lou Harvey-Zahra (author of ‘Happy Child, Happy Home’) for Blacktown City Council.
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Dress-ups

Dress-up is a game that all young children tend to love!  
Can you provide some old shoes, hats, bags, and clothes 
for dressing-up fun?

Fun games

Fun games will cheer everyone up whilst staying at home. 

Here are five fun games, where you do not require 
anything except your home objects:

Movement games and obstacle courses – set up a little 
game of moving around cushions and objects on the 
floor. Chalk or tape lines – draw some chalk lines outside 
or place tape on the carpet in a long straight line for 
balancing fun!

Story telling fun – ask the young child to go and get a 
few toys, then the parent can make up a story using the 
toys!

Warmer and colder – simply hide a toy and as children 
try to find it you say ‘warmer’ if they move closer to it and 
‘colder’ if they move further away.  

What is missing on the tray? – place 4 objects on a tray, 
the child then hides their eyes, whilst an object is taken 
away. What is missing? 

Can you guess the animal? – Act out animals and guess 
which one it is? This will get everyone laughing!

Easy craft activities

Dress-up is a game that all young children tend to love!  
Can you provide some old shoes, hats, bags, and clothes 
for dressing-up fun?

Make cards – by turning drawings into cards to send to 
Nanny or neighbours.

Pretzel Dough Recipe: 
In a large bowl, dissolve 1 tablespoon of yeast in half 

a cup of warm water. Add one teaspoon of honey and 
one teaspoon of salt. Add to these a cup and a half of 
plain flour. Knead the dough, divide it into pieces and 
let young children play and make shapes with it. Place 
shapes on an oiled baking tray and bake for 10 minutes 
on a moderate heat (180C).

Toddler fun!

Here are some ideas for toddlers to have fun whist 
staying at home!

Create musical instruments from the kitchen cupboard:  
saucepan drums and wooden spoons. Plastic bowls and 
utensils drumsticks.

Any sorting activities  
with bowls and coloured clothes pegs. 

In and out games 
toddlers like to move things in and out of cupboards, 
boxes, and bags. Keep a drawer, empty tissue box or 
small cupboard for toddlers to empty and fill again 
(Keep old yoghurt containers to place in and out of a 
cupboard. 

Nursery rhyme games

Nursery Rhyme Games are enjoyable for toddlers and 
young children, they are free and can happen at home.

-  Jack be nimble, Jack be quick, Jack jump over the 
candlestick (and jump together!)

-  Row, row, row the boat, gently down the stream, merrily, 
merrily, merrily, life is but a dream (play rocking whilst 
sitting down and holding hands)

-  If you are happy and you know it clap your hands; 
stamp your feet; turn around (complete actions 
together and smile!)

-  Horsey, horsey don’t you stop! Let your feet go 
‘clipperty clop’. Your tail goes swish, and the wheels go 
round. Giddy up, giddy up, we are homeward bound! 
(Young children enjoy piggy back rides and bouncing 
gently on an adult’s knees)
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Morning greetings

Choose one of the following bonding games to play:

•  Simply sing, “If you are happy and you know it clap 
your hands!” (and the actions)

•  Say ‘I love you’ and squeeze a young child’s hand three 
times! They will begin to associate three hand squeezes 
with these words.

Breakfast

•  Eat breakfast with the three bears!  
Can you invite some teddies to the table!

•  Can the child help to lay the table like a waiter?  
To put the spoons and bowls and cups out  
(perhaps a little jug to pour the milk?)

Morning play inside

•  Ask children to help, say ‘I need some big, strong 
hands’, to carry a bag, sweep a floor or wash up. Use 
playful words, ‘Where is my chef?’; ‘Where is my road 
sweeper!’ (to help in the kitchen or to sweep the floor in 
a playful way

•  Set up some new place spaces close to you: a farm 
scene with toy animals; a cafe with small egg cups and 
spoons.

•  Move a blanket so children can play close to you with a 
basket of toys. 

Pack away games

•  Do you have an egg timer? Play a game of tidying up 
before the timer rings! Set the timer for five minutes, or 
two minutes.

•  Pretend to be ‘forklifts’ by holding your child’s arms out 
and loading some toys on. Press a pretend ‘button’ for 
the child to carry the toys back. 

•  Count back from 20, and race to put the toys away 
before you get to one! 

Morning tea

•  Sit together and create a morning ‘happy’ fruit and 
vegetable plate! To do this chop up some raw fruit and 
vegetables and add crackers and other food items. 
Then, create a picture of a happy face, for example, 
cracker eyes, carrot sticks hairs, cucumber circle eyes, a 
banana smile. 

Enjoy eating the special plate together.
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Daily connection times to  
create happier and easier days 
(families with toddlers to five years)

Every day consists of many ordinary family moments to play some fun and simple connection 
games. These games increase the feelings of love, trust, connection, and predictability in family 
life. Positive daily routines reduce tantrums and moods and make life easier for everybody. 
Playing some games every day increases smiles for both children and parents. Here are a few 
ideas to try!

Written by Lou Harvey-Zahra (author of ‘Happy Child, Happy Home’) for Blacktown City Council.
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Blacktown City Council funded by Communities for Children, Mission Australia.



Outside time

•  Young children’s moods change when they go outside. 
Do you have a garden to play in? If you do not have a 
garden, take a little walk.

Lunch time

•  Play a little ‘thank you’ game for the food at lunch 
time: ‘Thank you to the farmer who picked the banana 
that we are eating’ and ‘Thank you to the farmer that 
milked the cow for our yogurt’.

Rest time

Young children’s moods are greatly affected by a rest. 
Here are a few ideas to try:

•  Sit quietly and look at books together on a 
comfortable chair or sofa.

• Put on some lovely lullaby music 

•  Throw a sheet over the dining room table and place 
cushions underneath for a little home. Read stories 
together there. 

Afternoon walk

•  An afternoon walk can be good, to stretch legs and 
burn off some energy before teatime. Perhaps spot 
some special things in nature. Can we see a dog 
today? Can we see a bird today? Who can spot the first 
flower? 

Tea-time

•  Eat together and enjoy the food. Say a ‘thank you’ 
game for what was most enjoyed about the day. 
‘Thank you I enjoyed my walk’. ‘Thank you I enjoyed 
the books.

Bed-time

Choose a fun way to get to the bathroom and bedroom:

•  Say the words: ‘The horses are going to the stable and 
gallop to the bathroom or bedroom together.’

•  Young children enjoy a magic carpet ride by placing 
an old towel on the floor for the child to sit, while the 
adult gently pulls the child along.

Teeth Cleaning

•  Pretend the toothbrush is a car and driving along the 
teeth road!

•  Tell a memory from the day as you clean each tooth: 
‘This tooth ate toast for breakfast, this tooth played 
with the cars, this tooth helped mummy chop banana…’

•  Do you have a small mirror so that children can see 
each tooth being cleaned? 

Bath Time

• Put some little plastic pots in the bath, for pouring fun.

•  Sing a song: ‘This is the way we wash our hands, face, 
arms…’ and parents can sing this song when drying 
with a towel too: ‘This is the way we dry our arms, legs…’

Bed-Time

•  Draw a circle with your finger on a child’s hand or back 
to say, ‘Goodnight to the sun’. Draw a moon to say, 
‘hello to the moon’.

•  Fill the child’s ‘love tank’ by squeezing them tight, or 
holding their hand and telling them that you are filling 
them with love, and to let you know when they are full. 
It is usually about three seconds and children love this 
connecting game. 
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